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Professional Service Agreement 
 
This agreement between you (hereinafter referred to as “the Client”) and The Coach 
(hereinafter referred to as “Faatima”) for the purchase of the following online course: 
Reclaim Your Power Masterclass 

This course includes online material in the form of Live Classes and Written Material 

By purchasing this course, the client agrees to the terms which will bind 
him/her in their personal capacity. 

As a client, who has signed up for the Reclaim Your Power Masterclass, I fully 
understand that: 

1. This is a self-development online course that will take place over five (5) 
weeks. 

2. Faatima may offer her opinion regarding decisions, but it is the responsibility 
of the Client to make the final decision and choose the best option for him/her. 

3. The results of the Masterclass are dependent upon me following the 
instructions and tasking that Faatima gives me during the course. And on me 
completing whatever tasks the Coach gives me. These will be aimed at me 
achieving my goals and desired outcomes. The responsibility for getting the 
results I want from the Masterclass is solely mine.  

4. The results of the Masterclass are dependent on me focusing on what I want 
rather than what I don’t want.  

5. All sales for this Masterclass are final and no refunds or cancellations are 
applicable. 

6. A commitment is required of me to be fully invested in the Masterclass and I 
am responsible for attending the Masterclass live sessions as scheduled by 
Faatima. 

7. I am responsible for completing any tasks/homework that is given to me in 
between the live sessions for my own benefit. 

8. Faatima is not responsible for re-doing any live sessions that I was unable to 
attend for any reason. 

9. I understand that this is a group coaching course, and I am to conduct myself 
in a responsible manner when dealing with other participants personal and 
private information. 

10. All information shared in the Masterclass and on the private group is 
confidential and I am to treat it with integrity and confidentiality. 

11. Faatima reserves the right to terminate my access to the course if I behave in 
a way that goes against to the appropriate ethics of a confidential course of 
this nature or if I harass any other member or Faatima in any way. 

12. I may not share the materials from this course for my own financial gain. 
13. By agreeing to these terms, I agree to Faatima sharing success stories on her 

social media pages and website anonymously.  
14. I may not use the Q and A segment as an opportunity to gain a full one on 

one session and if I feel that I need help with a personal crisis, I am aware of 
the option of doing one on one sessions with Faatima at an additional cost. 
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15. I may not take/share any screen recordings or screenshots during the course 
unless it is material that Faatima permits a screenshot being taken of. 

16. I agree to use this course solely for the purpose of my own self-development 
and growth.  

17. I take 100% responsibility for my results, 100% of the time.  
18. This course is strictly a non-judgmental space meant for growth. 
 

 
 

 


